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The outstanding new Sam and Remi Fargo adventure from the number-one New York Times
best-selling author.An 800-year-old treasure...an ancient cypher wheel...a brutal murder...and a
man who will stop at nothing to claim what he considers rightfully his.Husband-and-wife
treasure-hunting team Sam and Remi Fargo have gone on impossible missions before and
faced many perils, but never have they faced an adversary as determined as the one before
them now. The battle will take them halfway around the world and at its end will be either one of
the most glorious finds in history - or certain death.

About the AuthorBrian Solomon is one of today's most accomplished railway historians. He has
authored more than 30 books about railroads and motive power, and his writing and
photography have been featured in Trains, Railway Age, Passenger Train Journal, and RailNews.
Solomon divides his time between Monson, Massachusetts, and Dublin, Ireland.
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Rob, “Fun Read. Great storyline that keeps you turning pages. A good fun read. I want more to
read. Will look forward to the next book.”

G. Spanos, “being scuba divers and are good boat captains. Into the deep By Aris spanosPirate,
by Clive Cussler is an adventure novel in the “Fargo series”. In this series unstoppable husband
and wife team Sam and Remi Fargo fly out on their private jet to extravagant destinations and
finding adventure along the way. The story depicts Sam and Remi on a beach in the south
pacific when they stumble upon a clue to a large hidden treasure in the deep. The three main
characters- Sam, Remi, and JackSam and Remi are a married couple who travel across the
world and always find adventure. They are thrill seeking people who are willing to take risks and
are always ready for adventure. They both are very experienced in the water, being scuba divers
and are good boat captains.Next Jack Is an eccentric millionaire who will do whatever it takes for
a quick buck. He is a very greedy man who will sacrifice the safety of his team to make money.
Also he is very impatient even though there is a race to find the treasure he only cares about
himself making money.This book takes place in a small unknown island in the middle of the
south pacific in modern times. This setting is very important, because the the island is so
secluded if something goes wrong during a dive or their boat sinks it is sudden death. That is
why during chapter 12 they found a dead body near one of their clues showing how dangerous
their journey to the treasure is. Also it shows how bad what Jack is doing by only caring about
the money and not his team.The entire book is about Courage and Discovery. This is because all
the odds there against Sam and Remi. They found a dead body and did not get discouraged,
they were against a millionaire who would do whatever he could to find the treasure, they
powered though all of their gear failure and still discovered the treasure and beat jack.Lastly my
favorite part of this novel is the scene where Sam is 50 meter below the surface and is in view to
one of the best leads they have when a critical hose in his regulator bursts sending him flying to
the surface and nearly ending the race altogether, this took place near the middle of the novel on
pg 213-218 chapter 19. This was very scary for me being a scuba diver and knowing what would
be going through his head as his first stage hose was breaking .But like any book, this was not
perfect, I feel as though the author could have added a few more scuba gear failures to make the
hunt even more of a struggle as in already was. Also I would have liked a few more details about
the surrounding fish and the coral structures in general. There were no mistakes generally and
this book was very entertaining and a good way to spend my free time, and it was great to come
home from school and read this book. Lastly if I were to rate this book I would give it a 4.5 stars. I
believe no book is perfect and this book is not eather. It is a great book but is missing a few
details I would have liked to have seen that is why I gave this novel a 4.5 out of a perfect 5 stars.”

Jan OK, “"Pirate" a great read with Clive's newest collaborator Robin Burcell. “Pirate” is Robin



Burcell's first venture into writing with Clive Cussler. I think he has a winner with Robin. Maybe
she gives a bit more of a feminine touch. They are going to make a great team.“Pirate” has
everything you expect or want from a Fargo Adventure. The story has everything from mystery,
action, danger and surprises not to “Pirate” is Robin Burcell's first venture into writing with Clive
Cussler. I think he has a winner with Robin. Maybe she gives a bit more of a feminine touch.
They are going to make a great team.“Pirate” has everything you expect or want from a Fargo
Adventure. The story has everything from mystery, action, danger and surprises not to mention
the quick wit of Remi and Sam Fargo.You can't possibility forget the locations they travel during
their adventure.If you are looking for a fun and good read, you MUST read “Pirate”.“Pirate” is
Robin Burcell's first venture into writing with Clive Cussler. I think he has a winner with Robin.
Maybe she gives a bit more of a feminine touch. They are going to make a great team.“Pirate”
has everything you expect or want from a Fargo Adventure. The story has everything from
mystery, action, danger and surprises not to mention the quick wit of Remi and Sam Fargo.You
can't possibility forget the locations they travel during their adventure.If you are looking for a fun
and good read, you MUST read “Pirate”.“Pirate” is Robin Burcell's first venture into writing with
Clive Cussler. I think he has a winner with Robin. Maybe she gives a bit more of a feminine
touch. They are going to make a great team.“Pirate” has everything you expect or want from a
Fargo Adventure. The story has everything from mystery, action, danger and surprises not to
mention the quick wit of Remi and Sam Fargo.You can't possibility forget the locations they travel
during their adventure.If you are looking for a fun and good read, you MUST read “Pirate”.”

Robert Hand, “R.l.P. Clive. Not sure how much of this was written by Clive himself, maybe little or
none. But Robin Burcell does a great job keeping the series alive, fresh, and true to the
characters. Keep it going Robin!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Another wonderful story. This is another wonderfully written story in a
great series. The plot is full of action and suspense, with characters who are crafted brilliantly,
with great determination and strength to overcome their enemies and achieve their goals. This is
a great book that would be suitable for anybody who loves a thrilling treasure hunt, that has a bit
of danger.”

Mr John F Knott, “Best Fargo adventure. A great read from beginning to end. Possibly the best
one to date. If not it's certainly up there, as a contender.Looking forward to the next one.”

LindaR, “From the Rich to the Poor. Excellent fun, brought closer by the fact that I'm familiar with
some of the places mentioned. Like the short sharp chapters that keep it moving along at a fast
past.”

Majik Peter, “Good read if a little fast towards the end.. The book moves well through the story
with the initial conclusions better than the final testing place. Prefer the exacting details of the



foreign locations rather than the stayed ending.”

The book by Brian Solomon has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 2,758 people have provided feedback.
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